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spoliation & preservation of ESI.

S
poliation motions are rarer than you may think, and more often than not they involve paper documents 
and tangible objects, rather than electronically stored information (ESI). These are only two of the many 
interesting findings from a recent Federal Judicial Center (FJC) study into motions for sanctions based on 
alleged spoliation: Motions for Sanctions Based Upon Spoliation of Evidence in Civil Cases. The findings 

likely will be analyzed by judges and litigators currently considering possible amendments to the Federal Rules 
governing preservation of ESI as well as those prescribing sanctions for spoliation.

Scope of the Spoliation Study

The FJC examined electronic docket records for civil cases filed between 2007 and 2008 in 19 federal districts. 
Using text-based searches of the courts’ CM/ECF databases, it reviewed all cases in which any of the following 
search terms appeared in a docket entry: (1) “spoliation” or “spoiliation,” (2) “37(e)” or ”37e,” (3) “adverse infer-
ence,” (4) “violation” and “preservation” in the same docket entry, and (5) “destruction of evidence.” It concluded 
that motions for sanctions based on spoliation are relatively rare, surfacing in only 209 of the 131,992 cases stud-
ied, or less than two-tenths of 1 percent of the cases. 

procedur al VehicleS for aSSertion of Spoliation cl aimS and SanctionS

The vast majority, 153, of the hits were stand-alone motions for sanctions. Twenty-nine were motions in limine; 23 
were motions related to jury instructions; and 4 were for summary judgment. 

Orders imposing sanctions are hard to come by. Of all spoliation motions filed, only 18 percent were granted.
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Study may have impact on consideration of new rule on
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fewer than expected eSi Spoliation cl aimS

To the surprise of some, ESI did not play as large a role in the motions as might have been 
expected. The allegedly spoliated evidence was solely ESI in only 40 percent of the motions, 
while 47 percent involved no ESI issues at all. The remaining 13 percent had both.

“The low rate of spoliation motions and the similar percentages of motions centering on 
ESI and non-ESI evidence seem to be at odds with the vast amount of ink currently being 
spilled on the subject of spoliation of ESI,” notes Ian H. Fisher, Chicago, cochair of the ABA 
Section of Litigation’s Pretrial Practice and Discovery Committee. This begs the question, 
Fisher says, “Is the bar overreacting to the fear of ESI spoliation?”

The low success rate for such motions may be due to the involvement of judges who have 
worked in private practice before ascending to the bench, says Betsy P. Collins, Mobile, AL, 
cochair of the Section of Litigation’s Pretrial Practice and Discovery Committee. “I think 
they are somewhat sympathetic to the challenges [of modern day discovery], and that might 
account for the relatively low success rate.”

“It’s frightening,” says Collins, “that many judges were never in private practice, or at least 
not during this new age of ESI. They may not understand from firsthand experience how very 
challenging the practice of law is with all of this technology—especially for we baby-boomer 
lawyers who didn’t grow up with a mouse in hand.”

The FJC acknowledges that some other investigations suggest a higher instance of spolia-
tion motions, particularly within the subset of cases involving ESI. For example, a 2009 FJC sur-
vey evaluating practitioners’ responses to questions regarding electronic discovery found that 
nearly 8 percent of plaintiff attorneys and 5 percent of defense attorneys reported raising a 
claim of spoliation of ESI. And a 2010 study published in the Duke Law Journal (the Willoughby 
Study) observed a recent increase in sanctions for e-discovery violations, based on a review of 
spoliation motions from 2004 to 2009. 

moSt common moVantS: pl aintiffS in tort actionS 

Spoliation motions are most common in tort cases, according to the FJC study. Specifically, 31 
percent of the 209 cases studied sounded in tort, 30 percent in contract and 22 percent in civil 
rights.

But when ESI is involved in the motion, contract cases dominate. They made up 36 percent 
of the ESI-related motions, while 26 percent were civil rights cases, and only 14 percent were 
tort cases.

The moving party in the study was almost twice as likely to be a plaintiff (64 percent), and 
most often that plaintiff was an individual (68 percent) and the defendant was a business entity 
(74 percent).

When the defendant was the one moving, it was usually a business entity (89 percent), and 56 
percent of the time the non-movant plaintiff was an individual. This trend confirms the practical 
experience of some litigators. “I’ve noticed anecdotally that even in very small cases individual 
plaintiffs are coming on strong against business and corporate defendants,” observes Collins. “It’s 
really a one-way street there,” says Collins, adding that “plaintiffs have little to lose in playing the 

spoliation card because they rarely 
have very many documents or ESI 
themselves.”

The study author cautioned 
that spoliation claims involve more 
than a “David versus Goliath” sce-
nario. The study also reports cases 
where both parties were busi-
nesses fighting over intellectual 
property or complex commercial 
transactions. “In short,” the study 
states, “both relatively unsophisti-
cated and relatively sophisticated 
parties are affected by the rules 
related to spoliation of evidence.”

more likely to  

Go to trial

In either situation, spoliation was 
generally not raised until very late 
in the game—often months after 
the typical case already would 
have ended. This prompted the 
study’s author to conclude that 
“spoliation cases can be accurately 
described as ones in which the 
parties found it extremely difficult 
to reach a settlement. These are 
often cases in which there is ‘bad 
blood’ between the parties.” 

Fisher doesn’t think this con-
clusion is necessary. “The cases 
going to trial may simply have 
provided less opportunity for a 
compromise,” he says, adding that 
“the relatively high trial rate of 
spoliation cases—16.5 percent—
supports this theory.”

The study’s findings also 
highlight the role that spoliation 
arguments play as leverage in 
settlement negotiations. In several 
of the cases reviewed, the motion 
was not filed until very shortly 
before settlement, suggesting 
that the motion may have been 
used as leverage in negotiations. 
A sizeable number of the sanctions 
motions studied—38 percent—
were never ruled on at all. Often, 
this was because the case settled 
before a ruling could be made.

Fisher suggests that a follow-up 
study “tracking the mode of the 
non-trial cases’ disposition,” would 

“collectiVe anxiety” oVer preSerVation and Spoliation of eSi warranted?
As recognized by U.S. Magistrate Judge Grimm in Victor Stanley, Inc. v. Creative Pipe, Inc., many  
lawyers and their clients suffer from “collective anxiety” over the lack of uniform national standards 
governing preservation and spoliation. The issue continues to be studied by the U.S. Judicial 
Conference. According to a September 2011 Summary Report, the Discovery Subcommittee of the 
Judicial Conference’s Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure met to examine three possible 
approaches to such a rule. The first approach would provide specific and detailed guidance on ESI  
preservation obligations. The second focuses on identifying general obligations of reasonable behav-
ior. The third possibility is based on sanctions, relying on backward inference to shape preservation 
obligations and behavior. The full report, “Summary of the Report of the Judicial Conference 
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,” is available at http://tinyurl.com/LNF11-ST09- 
2011-pdf.
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be interesting and informative. Ultimately, though, Fisher advocates “keeping one’s powder 
dry on spoliation issues.” Preserve your right to file the motion, he says, “but first use the spo-
liation issue for settlement leverage.”

a r anGe of SanctionS

The motions reviewed in the study rarely resulted in sanctions. Overall, in fewer than one in 
five of the cases studied did a court actually grant the motion. The rate for spoliation motions 
involving ESI was only slightly higher, at 23 percent.

Considering only those motions in which a ruling was issued, 28 percent of those orders 
granted relief, and a full 72 percent denied it. The numbers are only slightly different for cases 
involving allegations of ESI spoliation: 34 percent granted versus 66 percent denied.

In contrast to the overall data generated on spoliation claims, the study noted that of the 95 
cases in which a spoliation motion was granted, only 7 involved non-ESI evidence. The authors 
of the study cautioned against drawing broad conclusions from such a small sample size. 

The FJC also observes that other studies have found higher grant rates. For example, the 
Willoughby Study found that of the spoliation motions it reviewed that resulted in rulings, 57 
percent granted the motion. 

Sanction t ypeS 

The type of sanction imposed also varied greatly from case to case. Some courts simply ordered 
more discovery. Others took a severe stance, ordering default judgment or dismissal of claims. 

The most common type of sanction observed was an adverse instruction to the jury. This 
was true among all motions granted (44 percent) and within the subset of ESI motions granted 
(57 percent). 

Courts precluded evidence or testimony and awarded costs in 19 percent of the cases in 
which a sanction was imposed. Discovery was ordered reopened 16 percent of the time, and of 
the 95 cases in which a spoliation motion was granted, only two were part of a pleading struck 
or default judgment entered.

In ESI cases where the motion was granted, 57 percent imposed an adverse inference 
instruction, and 13 percent precluded evidence or testimony. In only one of the cases studied 
was part of a pleading struck. Other sanctions included reopening discovery, awarding costs, 
and imposing additional monetary sanctions.

Based on data from both its own and earlier studies, the FJC ultimately concluded that the 
worst sanctions are “rarely imposed” in either spoliation cases in general or ESI cases in par-
ticular. However, it noted, “[E]ven a relatively small probability of sanctions might rationally 
drive behavior if the potential sanctions are severe enough.” Even where no formal sanctions 
are imposed, the study points out that disputes over spoliation generally increase the parties’ 
litigation costs by as much as 10 percent.

Like the lesson learned from Watergate, concealment often can be worse than the crime, says 
Kent Lambert, New Orleans, cochair of the Section’s Pretrial Practice and Discovery Committee. 

“My own experience suggests that 
such motions are almost always 
tied to at least a perception that 
the respondent has attempted 
to conceal spoliation issues dur-
ing early discovery proceedings.” 
Lambert advises attorneys to 
deal with possible spoliation early 
and frankly. “Even where spolia-
tion issues are present, there are 
many opportunities to defuse or 
mitigate the situation if the issues 
are addressed candidly and timely 
with the court and the other side.” 
Lambert acknowledges that 
the spoliation “still may have an 
impact” on the case, but “in a way 
far less damaging than sanctions 
proceedings.”

Collins laments the use of ESI 
disputes to gain an advantage 
in civil actions. “I guess I’m old-
school,” she says,” but there’s 
something about using it in certain 
ways that reminds me of abuse of 
process or lack of professionalism. I 
like to stick to the issues.”

And for attorneys who are 
considering a spoliation motion, 
Fisher cautions them to remem-
ber: “What goes around, comes 
around. If you are going to play 
hard ball, you better always have 
your own nose clean.”
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